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http://espn.go.com/blog/bigten/post/ /id/53812/qa-ed-ray-discusses-psu-sanctions
this is an interview with Ed Ray ..... how consistent is this with what was on the call, since I had to drop off. It also goes
to Ira's observation per earlier email.. ..
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What were the discussions like regarding penalties for Penn State?
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Ray: It was pretty straightforward. Once we had the Freeh report, the university commissioned it and released it without
comment, so we had a pretty clear sense that the university itself accepted the findings. Then the question was: Are
there appropriate punitive actions and corrective actions that could be taken? So the executive committee and the
Division I board charged President Emmert to discuss possibilities with his staff, with others, whoever he felt would be
appropriate. He called some of us individually to talk about what set actions would be most appropriate, given the facts
as we understand them, that we could present to the university for a consent decree --for them to either accept or
determine they wanted to go In a different direction.
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The only potential penalty that we had some extended discussion around was suspension of play, whether that ought to
be part of a basket of punitive and corrective measures. There were people who felt that was appropriate, but the
overwhelming position of members of both the executive committee and the Division I board was to not include
suspension of play. And therefore we moved quickly to a consideration of the actions you heard about today. And that
had unanimous support from both groups.
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President Erickson was quoted today as saying that Penn State accepted that deal because If not, you would have
decided to suspend play, Can you confirm that?
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Ray: I've known Rod for a long time. I didn't hear what he said. I was on a plane flying back to Oregon. But I can tell you
categorically, there was never a threat made to anyone about suspension of play if the consent decree was not agreed
to.
So it wasn't as though you said, "Take this deal or we're shutting you down"?
Ray: That was never even a point of discussion within either the executive committee or the Division I board.
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